
Vcelisek - IMYB 2022
Introduction
Vcelisek is a magazine for young beekeepers and others, who like nature. It is mainly written for

young members of Czech beekeeping clubs.

This issue is especially prepared for young people and adults who visited the International Meeting

of Young Beekeepers in Prague from 2nd to 6th July 2022.

IMYB 2022
Let’s revise some facts and activities from the meeting.

Young beekeepers from 13 foreign countries and children from 20 Czech beekeeping clubs met in

the Olympic - Tristar hotel. In total there were 160 people including adults, leaders of clubs,

instructors and organizers.

IMYB 2022 was organized by a leader of ICYB Jiri Piza and by a leader of “Bee guard” Jiri

Cafourek.

We could meet new friends, learn interesting facts about other countries and watch historical

places and museums in Prague.

Organizers prepared a lot of amazing activities for us.

“Beekeeping” activities

● Adults visited the Research Institute of Beekeeping.

● Some young beekeepers visited a roof where a Czech beekeeping club has its bees.

● Adults had a meeting where they talked about beekeeping in their countries.

● In the first evening members of Czech beekeeping club from Chlebovice introduced some

activities in Czech clubs for young beekeepers.

● On the second evening, other young people talked about culture and beekeeping in their

countries.

Sports events

We could try three types of unusual sports - bowling, minigolf and laser games. According to young

people it was amazing.
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Visiting cinema

In the cinema we saw the film “More than honey”. It is about different attitudes to beekeeping.

Some beekeepers watch only money, others like nature. We could also revise basic facts about

beekeeping and bees.

Museums and exhibitions

We also had an opportunity to visit some museums and exhibitions in Prague.

● the National Museum

● I AM PRAGUE - Illusion Art Museum

● Gallery of Steel Figures

Illusion Art Museum Gallery of Steel Figures

The National Museum
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Trip on a boat

Last evening we went by boat for a trip on the Vltava river in Prague. We could see for example the

Prague Castle, the National Theater, the Charles Bridge, the Vysehrad Castle.

On the boat there was a disco for us too.

Tasks
In our magazine we prepare different tasks that people can solve.

Find countries

Try to solve countries that were on IMYB 2022. You have to change positions of letters.

1. THE NHEANDRETLS

2. THE ECCZH BLIPUCRE

3. ASTENIO

4. HULANIAIT

5. FNCRAE

6. RMAGENY

7. AELISR

8. TAMAL

9. ENIASLOV

10. SLKIAOVA

11. AINKREU

12. GEGIAOR

13. RIAAUST

14. FANDINL
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Flags

Do you know the flags of countries that are connected to IMYB 2022? Write the names of countries

under each flag.
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Crossword
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1. It is a very sweet liquid that is made by bees.

2. It is a sweet liquid in flowers. Bees make honey from it.

3. A bee has got it for its defence.

4. Bees collect it on the buds of plants. It is used for disinfection of a bee hive.

5. Bees do it on flowers. (verb)

6. It is a sugar-rich sticky liquid, secreted by aphids. Bee can make honey from it.

7. Bees use it for building their honeycombs.
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